
the Story 
Okko and his fellow adventurers travel through the empire of Pajan, hunting ghosts 
and otherworldly creatures. 
During this journey, they will be called to investigate and search through sinister 
palaces to expose demons hiding among innocent guests. 

the Game

The Okko Chronicles game is directly inspired by the set of rules from the Guardians 
Chronicles board game. 
In this game, one of the players plays as an Oni (a démon from medieval Japanese folklore) and 
will try to prevent the other players from exposing him, as he hides in a palace.

The other players play as Okko and his companions, trying to track down and even 
eliminate the evil represented by the Oni player, as they move and investigate through 
the nine reversible tiles that form the palace.
Confronted to the fierce bravery of the heroes, the Oni will command an army of lesser 
supernatural creatures, and also guards and human soldiers, that will prove to be a 
very dangerous challenge to the Heroes’ strategy and combined powers.
Okko and his fellow adventurers will have to make clever use of their abilities, to work 
collaboratively with ingenuity to lead the investigation and get rid of any obstacles and 
opposition blocking the path to victory.
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The players will have to split in two opposing sides : one group of players will act as okko and the other 
brave adventurers, while another player alone will play as the Oni, the inhabitants and guests living in the 
palace, and an army of foul and dark creatures crawling in the darkest corridors.

the HeROeS

Each player on the Human side will take on the role of a unique character, coming with unique abilities 
(Combat, Charisma, Dexterity…), weapons (katana, fighting stick, tetsubo, saï…), and special talents 
(magic spells, secret attacks…). Combined and collaborative use these assets will be key to the final victory. 
The well known heroes from the acclaimed comic series will be featured in the game and as main characters, 
they will outrank most opposing forces in power and speed.

the ONI

The player acting as the Oni will be alone against all other players, but he will be commanding a large 
number of minions of varying might, and a very powerful demon, an Oni, hiding as a peaceful and wise noble 
dweller of the palace where the whole game takes place.
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Master Oni
The Oni is hiding among the noble 
characters included in the corebox. 
Depending on witch scenario will be 
played, the Oni will take of one of them 
and the adventurers will work together to 
unmask him, gathering the right clues and 
neutralising the demon before game ends.

The noble guests inside the palace
Hiding under the appearance of a noble 

person, the Oni uses his dark influence 
to manipulate the other dwellers of the 
Palace, forcing them to do his 
bidding. He will make 
use of each and everyone 

of them to slow the efforts of 
the heroes to identify the Oni 
in disguise.

Evil Creatures
Acting in the shadows, the minions sent 
by the Oni will try to stall any progress 
the Heroes make in the investigation, 

while tightening the evil power’s 
grasp within the palace.



Game mechanics

Okko Chronicles - The board game, is based on the same basic initially mechanics 
designed for the Guardians Chronicles board game series. 
Each player has a set of Power cards that bring a great tactical and collaborative 
dimension to the game. These cards also help to bring to life all the unique powers of 
the okko saga, these signature features that carry so much intensity and diversity.

Game mechanics for movement, skill checks and combat are kept simple and 
intuitive, allowing players to focus on the flow of the game and personal 
interactions.
The emphasis is put on role playing a heroic comic character, narrating your in game 
actions and immersion in a colourful universe full of stories and adventures.

Moreover, the game mechanics used in Okko Chronicles feature many new aspects 
to make it unique. These new features tie the game mechanics even more closely to 

the Okko saga universe. 

For example, the investigating system is based on 
specific cards and tokens, it simulates the 

process of successive deductions 
and progress made by the 

heroes to expose the true 
identity of the Oni.

End of a game

To keep the dramatic tension through the whole game, victory is eventually figured out by writing 
« Tikku’s story » step by step. 

Based on the objectives and successes reached by 
both sides during play, different pages of the 
story will be layed, displaying either a blue side, 
or a red side. 

This lets us present to you another unique feature 
of the Okko Chronicles Boardgame : the Narrator!

NOBURO and some of his Power cards.

Clue tokens

Clue cards



The Miniatures

The Okko Chronicles core box comes with a range of finely sculpted game miniatures. Measuring 34 mm, they will 
bring a great gaming experience to players and facilitate immersion in the Okko saga universe.

Tiles


